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a recent study of 60 athletes found that more than half had a suboptimal bone density, and that
70 percent of these athletes had a fracture that would be a high-risk stress fracture. of note, 51%

had no experience with stress fractures and were not aware of the sport's risk factors for
osteoporotic bone fractures. 25% of the injured athletes were returning to physical activity after a
stress fracture, and 11% had been delayed at least 12 weeks. these results demonstrate that high-

risk stress fracture is the predominant injury affecting female athletes in a given season [ 24 ].
even if you are considered to be at a lower risk for stress fractures, the rate of stress fracture is

high [ 1 ], and fractures can occur in athletes that are competing in sport-specific events, such as
the softball season [ 32 ]. some differences in the body and brain are necessary for proper growth
and development, while others can slow growth and development. there is something called the
‘neural programming window’ which occurs in the first 3 years of life that will allow most children

to develop into adult-sized bodies and brains. however, beyond the third year of life, there are
many variables that can significantly impact the body, thus making it much more difficult for the

brain to adapt. some of the factors that can slow growth include a lack of muscle mass, poor
nutrition, poor sleep, insufficient levels of physical activity, and stress [ 24 ]. this years halftime

show is mired in controversy after a call was put out for 400 field cast to participate in the
halftime show as volunteers alongside 115 paid dancers on a union job. after substantial protest,

it was announced that these field cast members would in fact be paid $15/hr, californias minimum
wage. however, they could be expected to be on-call as many as seven full days without any

guarantee of their participation or payment.
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we thank the consumer who reported this issue to us. while the agreements regarding casting
calls and the dancers who work on the casting call are independent, we agree with the consumer
that the experience and outcome should be better than what occurred. the leak occurred during
the production of these files, which still included those listed as being on the gagarin show. two

dancers, 18-year-old naomi and 19-year-old vera, had posted to facebook that they were asked to
split a $2,400 salary with kelly rowland because his name wasn't included on the casting call.

sami, who asked not to be identified because he said he was not authorized to speak for rowland
or her team, said the production had promised the dancers that if kelly rowland appeared in the
show, it would be based solely on her talent and abilities. but rowland wound up only performing
once, and he said he wanted to know why. this isn't the first time controversy has surrounded the
show. last year, a federal lawsuit alleged that a video used in a viral teaser for the show doesn't
actually feature any performance by rowland. sausage party costar olivia munn also claimed she

was not paid when the video was promoted for the show. munn claimed she received "zero
compensation for the 2018 super bowl halftime show commercial," according to the lawsuit. it

wasn't clear if that was the same performance that appeared on the teaser trailer. the winner is
determined by the average winning score of the top five teams remaining in the game. in the
case of a tie, the super bowl committee will award the game to the team that received more

points in all their match-ups. if both teams have the same amount of points, a coin toss will decide
the winner. the super bowl trophy is currently made by glass manufacturer corning glass works

and consists of three bowls set atop each other: one used in pregame activities, and two placed at
midfield for the coin toss and for the trophy presentation. the trophy's green color is symbolic of
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the green bay packers, the national football leagues oldest active franchise and only one to have
won the game twice. the trophy's base features the state of wisconsin's badger logo. 5ec8ef588b
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